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ABOUT POC

DESIGN PERFORMANCE

SAFETY

OUR MISSION_

PROTECT LIVES 
AND REDUCE THE 
CONSEQUENCES 
OF ACCIDENTS 
FOR ATHLETES AND 
ANYONE INSPIRED 
TO BE ONE.

OUR VISION_

NO ONE SHOULD  
DIE OR BE INJURED  
WHILE PURSUING  
THEIR PASSION.

OUR VALUES_

We strive to create products with 
unquestionable relevance and 
quality. Inspired by our Swedish 
heritage and guided by our 
mission, we never compromise 
on safety, performance  
and design.



WHOLE HELMET  
CONCEPT™

The whole is greater than the sum of 
its parts, which is why we developed 
our Whole Helmet Concept™. With an 
integrated approach to every stage of 
helmet development and testing, the 
Whole Helmet Concept™ considers all 
aspects and features of a helmet so it 
works long before, during and after an 
impact occurs.

STEP INTO THE LIGHT_
To give riders a higher level of sensory 
awareness and to help enhance rider 
safety, we worked with optical industry 
leaders Carl Zeiss to create Clarity 
lens technology. Clarity filters specific 
peaks in the color spectrum to enhance 
precision vision. The lenses intensify 
color and contrast and are tuned 
specifically to different light conditions 
and different riding environments: urban, 
road and MTB.

CLARITY

ARAMID BRIDGE

Aramid bridges enhance penetration 
protection and add structural strength 
to the helmet liner.

NFC MEDICAL ID

GOGGLE CLIP

Medical info stored on the NFC Medical 
ID chip can instantly be read by first 
responders at the scene of an accident.

Keeps goggles secure for 
enduro and trail riding.

Protect your eyes from 
mud, rain and sunlight 
with an adjustable peak.

ADJUSTABLE PEAK

Extended coverage around the temples and 
back of head give protection where it’s really 
needed.

EXTENDED PROTECTION 
SEARCHABLE

The RECCO®  Reflector makes 
it easier for mountain rescuers 
to pinpoint your exact location.



ARMOR THAT  
MOVES WITH YOU_
VPD armor protects to the European 
EN1621 standard yet is comfortable 
and flexible enough to be worn all day. 
This combination of comfort and high 
protection standards was vital to us in 
the creation of all our VPD protectors. 

VPD—visco-elastic polymer dough—
becomes more flexible with body heat 
and molds to the shape of a rider’s 
body to give protection tailored to an 
individual’s own shape.

With exceptional freedom of movement, 
and a flexible form that only hardens 
on impact, it’s easy to wear VPD armor 
all day and never feel like it’s impacting 
your performance or experience.

Each different kind of VPD armor in the 
range is fine-tuned for different rider 
needs: VPD Air is highly ventilated; 
VPD 2.0 is thicker for enhanced shock 
absorbency; and VPD System and 
VPD System Lite offer a combination 
of extreme ventilation and impact 
absorbency.

MATERIAL GAINS_
Using a range of advanced materials 
and fabrics, created in collaboration 
with some of the best minds in science, 
health and technology, POC cycling 
apparel is designed to give modern 
cyclists enhanced performance and 
safety.

Driven by our safety mission, combined 
with the experience and input of our 
professional riders and teams, we create 
apparel around a cyclist’s core needs: 
aerodynamics; weight; breathability  
and protection.

VPD
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ROAD_

Our road cycling kit comprises helmets, sunglasses and 
apparel. Each component is designed to complement the 
others and to perfectly harmonize protection and performance.

Our road helmets are trusted by many professional racing 
teams, including UCI Men’s World Tour team EF Education 
First Pro Cycling and UCI Women’s Continental Cycling team 
Drops.

POC road cycling apparel evolves the AVIP concept to 
enhance safety through Attention, Visibility, Interaction and 
Protection. The use of performance materials supports breath-
ability and exceptional wicking function. Aero fabrics and 
ceramic protection help provide material gains for every rider.

ADVENTURE_

On adventure rides, cyclists’ needs change. Factors such 
as searchability or the ability to easily store more kit become 
more important. Our new Resistance Ultra range and Ventral 
Air SPIN NFC helmet are developed for adventure, supporting 
riders explore new grounds.

URBAN/COMMUTER_

POC and Forth works to overcome the barriers that many feel 
prevent them from cycling in the city. The urban commuter 
range provides exceptional protection from the elements; 
features details that work to keep every rider noticed, and uses 
fabrics that keep riders comfortable both on and off the bike. 
Cycle specific features can be hidden away when not riding to 
give a fit and feel more suited to daily wear.

POCITO_

The POCito collection for children provides proactive 
protection designed to work long before, during and after 
any collision or fall. All POCito products are built to the 
same standards and using the same materials as our adult 
protection.

We believe that by working to ensure children are highly 
noticeable, we increase the chances of avoiding collisions, 
which is why all POCito products have features designed to 
enhance visibility.

MTB_

Whether riding trail, enduro or downhill, POC kit combines to 
enhance protection and performance. 

Whether it’s including a multi-impact EPP liner in our full-face 
helmets or creating apparel that uses highly durable materials 
and is designed to fit perfectly over our VPD armor, all our 
MTB kit is tailored for the specific challenges mountain bikers 
face every time they ride.

POC 
CYCLING
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HELMET  
MATERIALS

SHELL Most of our cycling helmets feature an in-mold shell, although certain models feature different 
shells because of their specific benefits for particular uses.

LINER We use either EPS or EPP to construct all our helmet liners because of their proven 
capabilities for crash protection and impact force absorption and dissipation.

GLUED SHELL

Carbon Fiber: Coron Air Carbon SPIN

Fibreglass: Coron Air SPIN

ABS: Corpora, Corpora Aid

+ Robust

+ Can withstand numerous impacts (depending on severity)

Found in: Ventral SPIN, Ventral Air SPIN NFC, Ventral Air SPIN, Omne Air SPIN, POCito 
Omne SPIN, Octal, Cerebel, Tectal Race SPIN NFC, Tectal Race SPIN, Tectal, Axion SPIN, 
Omne Resistance SPIN, Octal X SPIN, Crane, POCito Crane.

IN-MOLD SHELL

+ Lightweight

+ Molds easily for exceptional liner coverage

- Designed to withstand only one severe impact

Found in: Coron Air SPIN, Coron Air Carbon SPIN, Corpora, Corpora Aid.

Multi-impact protection. After smaller impacts, the liner will spring back to its original shape.  
(This can be demonstrated to a customer in-store simply by pressing on the helmet liner.)

EPP (EXPANDED POLYPROPYLENE)

Used in most of our helmets, EPS foam is designed to compress and deform in an impact to absorb  
and/or dissipate impact energy forces. (If the helmet liner is pressed, it will not return to its original shape).

EPS (EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE)

Found in: Ventral SPIN, Ventral Air SPIN NFC, Ventral Air SPIN, Omne Air SPIN, POCito 
Omne SPIN, Octal, Cerebel, Tectal Race SPIN NFC, Tectal Race SPIN, Tectal, Axion SPIN, 
Omne Resistance SPIN, Octal X SPIN, Crane, POCito Crane.

Ventral Air Spin
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ROAD 

HELMETS

VENTRAL SPIN_

The Ventral SPIN is designed to combine exceptional 
aerodynamic performance with enhanced rider safety.  
Thanks to extensive computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
modelling, the helmet is developed for optimal aerodynamic 
performance. Air is forced through rather than around the 
helmet for optimum ventilation and aerodynamic performance 
while at the same time supporting improved rider safety.

VENTRAL AIR SPIN_

This exceptionally ventilated helmet is especially suited to 
longer rides in hotter conditions or in the mountains while 
ensuring rider safety is never compromised. Its ventilation 
ports and internal channels control air intake and release  
for a supreme cooling effect across the whole head.

OMNE AIR SPIN_

The natural choice for constant comfort and function, and 
built to deliver performance when it’s needed, the Omne 
Air SPIN is perfect for a weekend club ride, an adventure 
ride or cycling in the city every day.

OCTAL_

Groundbreaking when it was first released, the Octal is one 
of the lightest road helmets around. With its symbolic and 
instantly recognizable form developed as a result of our  
unique approach to helmet development and design, the  
Octal is a modern classic.

ROAD_
Our road cycling collection comprises 
helmets, eyewear, apparel and 
accessories to give a complete kit built 
to keep you protected as you find where 
your very best performance lies.
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CEREBEL_

A compact aero helmet with a shape refined in the wind 
tunnel and through CFD testing, the Cerebel is developed  
to work equally well in different angles, thereby allowing a  
rider to have less of a fixed position, in turn supporting  
lactate clearing efficiency.

TEMPOR_

Designed to be the fastest helmet possible, trusted by UCI 
Track Teams, and highly acclaimed for its aerodynamic 
performance, the Tempor creates the optimum aero profile 
around the whole body.

CORPORA & CORPORA AID_

We use a multi-impact EPP liner in our Corpora commuter 
helmet to enhance durability and withstand the rigors of  
day-to-day use.

CRANE_

Lightweight and with a highly durable, dent-resistant outer 
shell, the Crane features an innovative dual-density liner for 
optimum protection against a wider range of impact forces.

COMPETITION 
HELMETS

COMMUTER 
HELMETS

TEM
POR

CORPORA AID

CRANE

CEREBEL

CORPORA

TECHNICAL  
DETAILS

SHELL MATERIAL PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC

EPSEPSEPSEPSEPSEPSEPSEPS

4

298 230 305 195 380 490 352530305 305

5 5 5 2 3 3 3 33

EPPEPP

ABS ABS

LINER MATERIAL

ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

CFD TESTED

WEIGHT (IN GRAMS, EU, SIZE M)

SPIN

VENTILATION LEVEL (1-5)

ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

LENS

OM
NE AIR SPIN

VENTRAL AIR NFC SPIN

VENTRAL AIR SPIN

VENTRAL SPIN

OCTAL

AERO ROAD URBANGRAVEL

TEMPOR €380

CEREBEL €350

CORPORA AID €270

CORPORA €150

CRANE €100

POCTIO OMNE SPIN €90

POCTIO CRANE €90

VENTRAL SPIN €300

VENTRAL AIR SPIN €250

VENTRAL AIR SPIN NFC €270

OCTAL €200

OMNE AIR SPIN €160

ROAD

CERTIFICATION EN 1078

CERTIFICATION CPSC 12.03

CERTIFICATION AS/NZS 2063
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AVIP_

All our road cycling products carry the ethos of the AVIP 
concept within them. POC believes that Attention, Visibility, 
Interaction and Protection, the four key pillars of AVIP, are vital 
for enhancing safety. 

It is not only color, but also contrast that is vital when working 
to attract the attention of other road users. This principle is 
what led us to create the AVIP color palette and has been 
influential in how we design all our race apparel, so that 
different color blocks contrast optimally for heightened 
attention.

AERO DESIGN_

Our drive to create helmets with exceptional aerodynamic 
efficiency and our focus on testing means we use extensive 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling in the helmet 
development process. We prefer this testing method because 
it is more precise and allows us to test without extraordinary or 
unexpected factors affecting results.

We always consider the whole helmet during the design 
process, where both internal and external helmet form is 
considered for optimal aerodynamics, ventilation, safety and 
comfort.

SPIN_

SPIN (Shearing Pad INside) is our patent-pending silicone pad 
technology.

A silicone gel-like membrane inside the pad forms the 
basis of SPIN (shearing Pad INside). SPIN is just one of 
the technologies developed as part of our Whole Helmet 
Concept™ for advanced comfort, function and protection.

All helmets with SPIN feature the SPIN logo on the shell and 
on the box.

DEVELOPMENT 
CONCEPTS

AERODYNAMIC FABRIC_

A special aerodynamic fabric with a woven dimpled structure 
minimizes drag, helping a rider pass through the air more 
easily, thereby helping improve aero efficiency.

CERAMIC PRINT_

By adding panels with a dimpled ceramic print, we’ve been 
able to create cycling apparel that enhances protection in a 
fall. Ceramic reduces friction between the rider and the road 
in a fall, helping minimize road rash injuries and also helping 
extend the life of the shorts as they are less likely to rip or tear 
in a fall.

CONTOUR

• 3D molded silicone based VPDS inserts  
for reduced vibration and enhanced  
anatomic support.

• 3D shaped for maximum support and 
comfort. 

• Seamless design for comfort and support.

• Additional support in the front area.

• Bacteriostatic properties, which will  
keep your pad fresh over a longer time.

CATALYST

• Silicone based pre-cut VPDS inserts 
for  reduced vibration and enhanced 
anatomic support.

• Seamless design for comfort and 
support.

• The fabric has bacteriostatic properties, 
which will keep your pad fresh over a 
longer time.

MULTI D

• Silicone based pre-cut VPDS inserts for  
reduced vibration and enhanced anatomic 
support.

• Seamless design for comfort and support.

• Perforated base layer for maximum  
ventilation.

• The fabric has bacteriostatic properties, 
which will keep your pad fresh over a  
longer time.

MULTI D WO

• Silicone based pre-cut VPDS inserts 
for reduced vibration and enhanced 
anatomic support.

• Seamless design for comfort and 
support.

• Perforated base layer for maximum 
ventilation.

•  The fabric has bacteriostatic properties, 
which will keep your pad fresh over a 
longer time.

BIB SHORTS_

It’s what’s on the inside that counts.

All POC bibs have one thing in common which sets 
them apart from all others. We use inserts of VPDS 
featuring silicone in our chamois to more effectively 
absorb shocks and vibrations. Combined with 
foams chosen for their support, air permeability and 
breathability, we have been able to create pads that 
support every type of riding, and every rider.

ROAD 

APPAREL
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RESISTANCE ULTRA_

Durability, reliability, comfort and performance are vital for 
adventure riders: they were central to the development of the 
Resistance Ultra collection. 

Pairing Resistance Ultra apparel with the Ventral Air SPIN NFC 
or the Omne Air SPIN helmet creates a complete collection for 
function and protection.

Resistance Ultra apparel can be used both on road and off, 
and features extra storage options, allowing the rider to carry 
more and access their kit easily while still riding.

The Ventral Air SPIN NFC is the helmet that can speak for 
you when you can’t. An NFC Medical ID chip lets riders store 
their medical profile and emergency contact information so 
that rescue workers can instantly access your details with a 
smartphone at the scene of an accident – something that can 
save vital time in making the best decisions for your treatment 
after an accident.

ADVENTURE_
Heading off the beaten track calls for 
one thing above all else: preparation. 
Choose the right gear, and the rewards 
are incomparable. The Resistance Ultra 
collection is developed to make it easier 
for you to get it right every time.
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SEARCHABILITY_

Staying searchable is vital for riders who push their boundaries 
in remote locations. We include a RECCO® reflector in various 
trail and enduro helmets so that rescue services can more 
easily locate injured riders if something goes wrong.

RECCO® is recognised the world over as a search tool. Using 
radar reflection technology, rescue services using RECCO® 
are able to scan large areas of wilderness quickly, helping to 
pinpoint anyone with a RECCO® reflector who is lost or injured.

NFC_

The Tectal Race SPIN NFC is the helmet that can speak for 
you when you can’t. It features world-first technology in the 
form of an NFC Medical ID chip that allows the wearer to 
store their personal medical profile and emergency contact 
information directly in the helmet. This can then be accessed 
instantly at the scene of an accident simply by holding a 
smartphone to the NFC symbol. Emergency workers are then 
able to make better informed choices for an injured person’s 
treatment in the vital golden hour, the time right after an 
accident.

BREAKAWAY VISOR_

To minimise injury to the neck, we created a patented 
breakaway visor that will snap off the helmet in an impact, 
thereby reducing the amount of energy transmitted to the  
neck in a crash.

MULTI-IMPACT PROTECTION_

We use an EPP liner in our full-face helmets to ensure multi-
impact protection: something we think is vital for enduro and 
downhill riders.

MTB_
For trail, enduro and downhill our 
MTB collection guarantees freedom of 
movement while giving the protection 
that lets you go further.

MTB 

HELMET 
TECHNOLOGY
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TECTAL_

Wind-tunnel tested for optimal ventilation while trail riding, the 
Tectal provides extended protection around the temples and 
back of the head, and features aramid bridges to give extra 
strength and stability.

CORON AIR SPIN_

Developed for performance protection all day long. The helmet 
features a multi-impact EPP liner for enhanced protection. 
Specially formed ventilation channels work to keep a rider’s 
head cool by maximising airflow at both low and high speeds, 
making the helmet ideal for enduro – both for the transitions 
and timed stages.

TECTAL RACE SPIN_

Building on the Tectal, the Tectal Race SPIN benefits from 
extra features including SPIN (Shearing Pad INside), a goggle 
clip and a RECCO® reflector, making the helmet particularly 
suited to enduro.

CORON AIR CARBON SPIN_

Setting a new benchmark for lightweight performance, 
protection and all-day usability, this helmet features a carbon 
shell for unparalleled strength and low weight. Developed for 
elite riders, the helmet features a multi-impact EPP liner for 
crash protection and durability.TECTAL RACE SPIN NFC_

The helmet that can speak for you when you can’t. 

Featuring all the same technologies as the Tectal Race SPIN, 
the Tectal Race SPIN NFC is enhanced by the addition of NFC 
Medical ID: a chip that sits within the helmet and can store a 
rider’s personal medical information and emergency contact 
details, so they can be accessed instantly by an emergency 
responder simply by holding a smartphone to the helmet.

OCTAL X SPIN_

Tailored to the specific needs of XC, cyclocross and gravel 
riders, the Octal X SPIN is extremely light, ventilated, and has 
a unibody shell for extra strength. 

AXION SPIN_

With a patented, adjustable and reusable breakaway helmet 
peak, the helmet works to reduce forces transmitted to the 
neck in a crash. The lightweight, well-ventilated helmet has 
extended head coverage and a precision 360° size adjustment 
system to enhance safety, protection and comfort.

OMNE AIR RESISTANCE SPIN_

For continuous comfort and function, and with exceptional 
performance attributes, the Omne Air Resistance is equally 
suited to a weekend on the trails as it is for cycling in the city 
every day.

CRANE_

Lightweight and with a highly durable, dent-resistant outer 
shell, the Crane features an innovative dual-density liner for 
optimum protection against a wider range of impact forces.

MTB 

HELMETS

Fabio W
ibm

er



Seamless Fit
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ENDURANCE CROSS-COUNTRY TRAIL DOWNHILL DIRTENDURO

CORON AIR CARBON SPIN €450

CORON AIR SPIN €290

TECTAL RACE SPIN €230-250

TECTAL RACE SPIN NFC €250

TECTAL €200

OCTAL X SPIN €250

AXION SPIN €160

OMNE AIR RESISTANCE SPIN €160

CRANE €100

CORON AIR SPIN

CRANE

OM
NE AIR  

RESISTANCE SPIN

OCTAL X SPIN

CERTIFICATION EN 1078

SHELL MATERIALSHELL MATERIAL PC

EPS

5

350 368 368 350 320 1170 1070 242 352

5 5 4 3 3 3 35

EPS EPS EPS EPS EPS EPSEPP EPP

PC PC PC PC PC PCFIBERGLASS CARBON

CERTIFICATION CPSC 12.03

LINER MATERIAL

CERTIFICATION AS/NZS 2063

CERTIFICATION ASTM F1952

ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

WEIGHT (IN GRAMS, EU, SIZE M)

WIND TUNNEL TESTED

VISOR (DETACHABLE)

SPIN

ARAMID REINFORCEMENTS

VENTILATION LEVEL (1-5)

ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

RECCO

GOGGLE CLIP

TECTAL RACE SPIN NFC

TECTAL RACE SPIN

TECTAL

AXION SPIN

CORON AIR CARBON SPIN 

MTB 

TECHNICAL 
DETAILS
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ARMOR_
All POC body armor uses our patented 
VPD material for impact absorption 
and exceptional freedom of movement. 
Developed so that the armor can be 
worn all day to let every rider perform in 
comfort. We use a variety of lightweight 
materials that work to enhance comfort, 
support ventilation and ensure the 
protectors stay secure.

PROTECTION LEVEL

LOW
 FRICTION

AGILITY

W
EIGHT

VENTILATION

ENDURANCE

CLIM
B/DESCEND

GRAVITY

VPD SYSTEM TORSO

SPINE VPD 2.0 JACKET

SPINE VPD AIR TEE

VPD AIR+ TEE

VPD SYSTEM CHEST

SPINE 2.0 VPD VEST

SPINE VPD AIR VEST

SPINE VPD AIR WO VEST

VPD AIR WEST JR.

POCITO VPD AIR VEST

VPD SYSTEM LITE KNEE 
VPD SYSTEM LITE ELBOW

JOINT VPD SYSTEM KNEE 
JOINT VPD SYSTEM ELBOW

JOINT VPD AIR KNEE 
JOINT VPD AIR ELBOW

VPD AIR LEG 
VPD AIR SLEEVE

POCITO JOINT PROTECTOR

JOINT VPD 2.0 LONG KNEE

JOINT VPD 2.0 KNEE

JOINT VPD 2.0 ELBOW

BODY ARMOR
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DOWNHILL ENDURO TRAILDIRT

BODY ARMOR BACKPACKS

SPINE VPD 2.0 JACKET €320

VPD AIR+ TEE €250

VPD SYSTEM TORSO 240€

SPINE 2.0 VPD VEST 230€

SPINE VPD AIR VEST €150

VPD AIR VEST JR €120

JOINT VPD AIR KNEE €80

JOINT VPD AIR ELBOW €70

VPD AIR LEGS €80

VPD AIR SLEEVES €65

POCITO JOINT PROTECTOR €65

VPD SYSTEM LITE ELBOW €120JOINT VPD 2.0 KNEE €120

JOINT VPD 2.0 ELBOW €100

JOINT VPD 2.0 LONG KNEE €130

LEVEL 2 IMPACT ABSORPTION

LEVEL 1 IMPACT ABSORPTION

LEVEL 0 IMPACT ABSORPTION

Our protection is tested according 
to European standard EN 1621.

VPD SYSTEM LITE KNEE €140

SPINE VPD AIR WO VEST €150

SPINE VPD AIR TEE €200

JOINT VPD SYSTEM KNEE €200

JOINT VPD SYSTEM ELBOW €140

BACKPACKS_

Our MTB backpacks are developed for both protection and 
practicality. Featuring VPD back protectors, each backpack 
includes a secure retention system and internal compartments 
that allow weight to be evenly distributed, maximizing balance 
and comfort.
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VECTRAN_

Known for its tensile strength, we use Vectran in our 
apparel to enhance cut, tear and puncture resistance,  
as well as for improved abrasion protection.

CORDURA_

We use Cordura® in our apparel for its exceptional abrasion 
protection and to enhance durability.

MTB GOGGLES_
Unhindered vision is vital for safety, 
especially when performing in the 
intense environments of downhill riding 
and enduro racing. For complete visual 
protection in these settings, having 
goggles designed for a seamless fit with 
our helmets is vital.

The Ora goggle has been specially 
designed to work with the Coron and 
Tectal families of helmets, and features 
lenses developed in partnership with 
optical industry leaders Carl Zeiss 
that meet the precise visual needs of 
mountain bikers constantly pushing the 
boundaries of what is possible on a bike.

MTB 

APPAREL_
Mountain biking places tough demands on 
rider and kit, so we always develop kit that 
works to keep you protected and comfortable 
while riding. All items are cut to fit perfectly 
over our VPD body armor and are shaped for 
the right fit and exceptional coverage while 
riding.

We carefully choose materials with specific 
properties—durability, water-proofness, 
breathability—to create apparel with ultimate 
functionality to support the highest levels of 
performance.



SUNGLASSES 
CONSTRUCTION

FRAME_

We use lightweight and highly durable grilamid in our frames 
for exceptional strength and performance at a low weight.

CYCLING 2020

SUNGLASSES_
All POC sunglasses are designed to 
support and protect vision in specific 
riding environments.

Whether riding trail, road or in urban 
environments, the right lens technology 
gives clearer, sharper vision.

Coupled with our Clarity lens technology, 
POC sunglasses work to enhance vision 
in any light conditions, and in every 
setting for riding.

HINGES_

Our frames targeted for more active use, particularly for trail 
riding, feature snap-in hinges, which allow the arms to pop 
out in a fall, thereby minimizing the damage to the frame and 
extending the life of the sunglasses.

HYDROPHILIC RUBBER_

We use hydrophilic rubber, known for its grip, in the nosepiece 
and around the temples on our sunglasses so that they stay 
firmly, comfortably and securely in place even when they are 
wet, from sweat or from rain.

ADJUSTABILITY_

The Aspire features adjustable temples so it’s easy to find a 
secure and comfortable fit.

INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES_

Various performance models feature interchangeable lenses, 
making it easy for a rider to ensure their vision is optimal in a 
wider variety of light conditions.



CLARITY TRAIL
BROWN /SILVER

CAT 2  VLT 18–24%
Mirror Silver

Base lens Brown

CLARITY ROAD
VIOLET/GOLD

CAT 3  VLT 16%
Mirror Gold

Base lens Violet

CLARITY ROAD
VIOLET/GOLD

CAT 2  VLT 23–26%
Mirror Gold

Base lens Violet

CLARITY TRAIL
NO MIRROR

CAT 1  VLT 44–50%
Mirror –

Base lens Brown

CLARITY TRAIL
BROWN / LIGHT SILVER

CAT 2  VLT 32–40%
Mirror Light Silver
Base lens Brown

CLARITY ROAD
VIOLET/SILVER

CAT 3  VLT 10–16%
Mirror Silver

Base lens Violet

SOL AR SWITCH

CAT 3  VLT 15%
Mirror Silver
Base lens 

Sunlight activated

SOL AR SWITCH

CAT 4  VLT 8%
Mirror Silver
Base lens 

Sunlight activated

GL ACIER

CAT 4  VLT 6%
Mirror Gold

Base lens Dark grey

CLARITY ROAD
VIOLET/ LIGHT SILVER

CAT 2  VLT 25%
Mirror Light Silver
Base lens Violet

NEUTRAL GREY /
VIOLET

CAT 2  VLT 39%
Mirror Silver

Base lens Cold brown

GREY
NO MIRROR

CAT 3  VLT 15%
Mirror –

Base lens Grey

BL ACK
NO MIRROR

CAT 3  VLT 10%
Mirror –

Base lens Black

CLEAR

CAT 0  VLT 90%
Mirror –

Base lens –

CLARITY ROAD
NO MIRROR

CAT 2  VLT 24–33%
Mirror –

Base lens Violet

GREY/ WHITE

CAT 3  VLT 12%
Mirror White

Base lens Grey

POL ARIZED

CAT 3  VLT 12%
Mirror –

Base lens Grey

CATEGORY 3CATEGORY 1 /  0

R
O

A
D

TR
A

IL
U

R
B

A
N

CATEGORY 2
VLT 3%–18%VLT 43%–100% VLT 18%–43%

CATEGORY 4
VLT 3%–10%

LENS
REGULAR PERFORM

ANCE
SOLAR SW

ITCH
LIFESTYLE

I N S T A N T
L E N S  T I N T
C H A N G E S

A C T I V A T E D
B Y  S U N L I G H T
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STEP INTO THE LIGHT_

Clarity is our proprietary lens technology we developed in 
partnership with optical industry leader Carl Zeiss. It filters 
specific peaks in the color spectrum to enhance precision 
vision. The lenses intensify color and contrast and are tuned 
specifically to different light conditions.

ROAD_

Clarity road lenses have specific tints that are optimized for 
the road environment, in particular by increasing the contrast 
on the road surface which enhances definition and the ability 
for a rider to see surface irregularities earlier and react to road 
conditions better.

SOLAR SWITCH_

Solar Switch is our world-first lens technology. The lens 
features a liquid crystal layer that instantly and automatically 
changes tint based on prevailing light conditions, effectively 
giving two lenses in one and ensuring vision is optimal 
regardless of sunlight levels. Solar Switch is powered solely by 
the sun, so there are no batteries to change or buttons to press 
to change lens tints.

LENS GUIDE_

We use different lens tints and mirror coatings to optimize eye 
protection for different light conditions. This lens guide shows 
which lenses are best suited to particular conditions.

TRAIL_

Clarity Mountain Bike lenses have tints which are specifically 
designed to enhance contrast and boost trail-associated 
colors, such as green and brown. MTB riding is often subject 
to abrupt changes in light and shadow and as such the lenses 
are also optimized for different light conditions, with lenses 
available with different Visible Light Transmission (VLT) levels.

URBAN_

Urban riders have very specific needs and Clarity urban lenses 
feature a light spectrum which enhances LED and red colors 
which are often used in traffic and car lights. By providing 
riders in urban environments with improved visual input they 
are better able react and ride safely.

LENS 
TECHNOLOGY
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POCITO_
POCito is our child-specific range, 
developed to create proactive 
protection for children. We use the 
same materials and technologies 
in POCito products as we do in our 
protection for adults. We believe that 
by working to ensure children are 
highly noticeable, we increase the 
chances of avoiding collisions. By 
developing POCito protection to the 
same tough standards as our adult 
protection, children are protected if 
and when they are in a collision or 
a fall.

All POCito products are solely available 
in a range of bright fluorescent colors 
that can be seen from a long distance 
and also feature reflective patches 
to further enhance visibility. Other 
protective features and technologies 
vary per model.

POCITO  
PRODUCTS

HELMETS

ARMOR

BACK PROTECTOR

APPAREL

POCITO OMNE SPIN

• EPS liner optimized for children’s protection

• 360° fit system for a precise and secure fit

• SPIN

• Fluorescent colors and reflective details

• Ventilation design inherited from Omne Air SPIN

POCITO CRANE

• Dual-density EPS liner

• Extra tough outer shell

• Size adjustment system

• Fluorescent colors and reflective details

POCITO JOINT VPD AIR PROTECTOR

The protectors that grow with a child.  
These protectors can first be used on the  
knees and as the child grows, they are ideal  
for use as elbow protectors.

• Fits knees and elbows

• Lightweight and highly ventilated

• Uses our patented lightweight  
VPD Air compound

• Elastic straps, Velcro fasteners, neoprene  
anti-slip patches give a secure fit

• Reflective patches

POCITO VPD AIR VEST

• Meets EN 1621:2 Level 1 certification

• Front chest pocket for TRAX device

POCITO LINER VEST

• Reversible vest (one side fluorescent orange, one 
side grey)

• Can be worn on its own or as a middle layer

• Open hand pockets

• Reflective POC logos

• Windproof fabric with Ripstop and fluorocarbon-
free DWR treatment

• Primaloft® Black ECO insulation features 80% 
post-consumer recycled fibers
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COMMUTER AND  
LIFESTYLE_
POC and Forth works to overcome the 
barriers that many feel prevent them 
from cycling in the city. The urban 
commuter range provides exceptional 
protection from the elements; features 
details that work to keep every rider 
noticed, and uses fabrics that keep 
riders comfortable both on and off the 
bike. Cycling specific features can be 
hidden away when not riding to give a fit 
and feel more suited to daily wear.

TECHNICAL FABRICS_

Highly technical fabrics work to keep wind and rain out, while 
at the same time letting your body breathe.

REFLECTIVE DETAILS_

Small reflective details enhance your presence while cycling and 
can be folded away out of sight when walking the streets.

HELMET-FRIENDLY HOODS_

With hoods that will fit over helmets and cut so that it’s easy to 
see traffic on each side when the hood is up, it’s easy to stay 
protected in any weather.

MEETS YOUR NEEDS_

Features such as adjustable sleeve lengths make jackets easy 
to wear on and off the bike.

POC AND FORTH
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NATURE, AMPLIFIED_

By combining Merino wool fibers with Tencel® we have been 
able to create clothing that enhances wool’s natural properties. 
Breathability, odour control and comfort are improved,  
providing versatility and flexibility in garments that can be  
used anywhere.

TRANSIT
Created to make more of those everyday moments,  
Transit supports a state of mind. It is there to enhance 
and stimulate the senses regardless of the journey or  
the final destination.

POC AID_

POC Aid integrates technology to enhance safety while riding. 
From lights that can be attached to clothing, or using a 
phone to enhance visibility, POC Aid represents the future of 
integrated, intelligent protection.
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POC  
GLOSSARY

ABS: ACRYLONITRILE BUTADIENE STYRENE

A very hard plastic used in the helmet 
shell. It is widely known for its impact 
resistance, strength and durability.

HELMETS_

VPD: VISCO-ELASTIC POLYMER DOUGH

VPD is our patented protective 
material, visco-elastic polymer dough. 
VPD retains its impact absorption 
ability regardless of number of 
impacts. VPD is malleable and shapes 
to the form of your body for a unique 
and flexible fit, only hardening on 
impact for enhanced protection.

HYDROPHILIC RUBBER

Rubber that stays grippy even when 
wet, thereby ensuring a secure fit 
without slippage even during periods of 
intense activity.

GRILAMID

Lightweight, highly impact resistant, 
strong and weather resistant plastic, 
making it suitable for goggle and 
sunglasses frames.

EPP: EXPANDED POLYPROPYLENE

A helmet liner material that can with-
stand multiple impacts, dependent on 
the severity of the impact. EPP liners 
tend to be thicker than EPS liners.

CARBON FIBER

Exceptionally lightweight and very 
strong material used in the helmet 
shell. 

UNIBODY SHELL

Where the helmet shell works as a 
monocoque to give extra strength and 
stability to the entire helmet.

PC: POLYCARBONATE

Stiff and strong material used in the  
helmet shell. It is well suited to thermo-
forming to give a secure bond with the 
helmet liner.

EPS: EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE

The traditional helmet liner material 
found in most helmets (from all 
manufacturers). Will compress under 
force, and tends to only be suitable 
for one crash. Lighter than EPP. 
EPS liners can be thinner than EPP 
liners because EPS has better impact 
resistance in terms of volume of 
material used.

FIBERGLASS

Strong and lightweight material used 
in the helmet shell. Highly durable and 
well suited to thermo-forming, to give a 
secure bond with the helmet liner.

ARAMID

Exceptionally strong synthetic fibers 
that provide unsurpassed protection 
against penetration and enhance the 
structural stability of a helmet.

CERAMIC PRINT

Small ceramic dots printed on a 
fabric to enhance durability and crash 
protection. The dots work to minimize 
friction between rider and road surface 
in a fall, thereby minimizing road rash 
and reducing damage to the garment 
itself.

AERO FABRIC

A textured fabric designed to minimize 
drag and make a rider more easily slip 
through the air.

VECTRAN

Vectran, a material around 5x stronger 
than steel, is a liquid crystal polymer 
much like a strengthened polyester. 
Its high tensile strength gives excellent 
cut, tear, abrasion and puncture 
resistance.

VPDS

VPDS is our Visco-elastic Polymer 
Dough blended with silicone. 
Developed for its exceptional vibration 
dampening effect, we use VPDS in 
our bib short chamois to help deliver a 
smoother ride.

CORDURA®

A high-Denier nylon yarn used for its 
exceptional durability and abrasion 
resistance.

ARMOR_

APPAREL_

SUNGLASSES_

© 2020. POC reserves the right to replace or modify any product or article number shown. All products designed and engineered by POC Sweden AB.
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